TABLES The series of tables feature a steel tube structure with white Ral 9006 and grey aluminium
finish. The surfaces are made of laminate and glass. The former surfaces measure 18 mm in thickness,
with sturdy edges and a durmast and white finish. The glass surfaces measure 10 mm in thickness and
have white, black and green finish. The tables can be fitted with connectable tables to the left and
right, and with various accessories such as lower panels, screens and cable holder baskets. The tables
can also be connected to form an aligned set of work stations.
SHARED WORK STATIONS Each shared work station has a folded sheet metal containerat the centre
to hold the screens, accessory shelves and electrical cables. Lastly, the work station features a cover
with perforation for feeding through the cables.
CHESTS OF DRAWERS Chests of drawers are made entirely of metal and are on wheels. There is a
simultaneous locking system for all the drawers and several of the models are designed to hold
suspension files and feature a stationary drawer. The drawer fronts come in metal or durmast wood
finish like the one for the table surfaces. The structures are in white and grey aluminium, while the
metal drawer fronts are also available with green finish.
CONTAINERS Container programme with 18 mm thick melamine structure in the aluminium grey
finish. The interior shelves are made metal and can be moved up and down at intervals of 32 mm. The
fronts (doors – drawer fronts) are available in the following finishes: white and oak. Glass doors are
tempered glass coloured in white, black and green. The suspended file frames are made of aluminium
finish steel. They can be mounted inside an open container or one with doors. The same frames with
melamine fronts form various types of drawers. The containers can be finished off with end panels
available in 4 heights, and with tops, available for 1-2-3 containers. The end panels and under base
panels are available while the tops are also available in the other finishes.

